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Assembly of organized molecular structures in ordered mesoporosity has shown to be a very powerful approach
to synthesize novel functional nanoscale materials. This approach allows rational design of a wide range of
material properties, such as pore dimension, surface chemistry, stereochemistry, spatial distribution of
functionality, etc. This paper discusses molecular conformations and assembly mechanisms and illustrates
the principles involved in fabricating sophisticated molecular structures in the pore channels. First, an
introduction highlights the important progress in synthesizing and understanding ordered mesoporous materials
and in incorporating functional molecules and groups in these mesoporous materials. Next, the molecular
conformations of simple alkyl chains are discussed as related to chain lengths and pore geometry. The pore
size, as well as the uniformity of the porosity, can affect how the long-chain molecules are assembled.
Homogeneous molecular layers can be formed in 10 nm pores. Smaller pore sizes cause pore clogging and
chain entanglement. Larger pore sizes increase the degree of pore irregularity and produce disordered multilayer
coating. Molecules with intermediate chain lengths form better molecular layer structures. Detailed mechanisms
of monolayer formation are studied, and a stepwise growth model is proposed. The step-growth mechanism
is due to the surface roughness of the pore channels and is believed to be universal in forming “monolayers”
involving surfaces that are not atomically smooth. Finally, the development of multifunctional nanoporous
materials is described. Examples include multifunctionalized catalysts, hierarchical size-and-shape selective
nanoporous materials with tunable micropatterns and microcavities. The assembly of multifunctional groups
and structures will allow us to develop sophisticated nanoscale materials with “enzyme mimic” and “biomimic”
properties.

Introduction: Ordered Mesoporous Materials and
Molecular Assembly in Mesoporosity

The discovery of ordered mesoporous materials using a
surfactant-templated approach has opened a new era in the
synthesis of ordered nanoscale materials.1 This class of materials
has attracted the attention of scientists from many different fields
because of some of its unique features. First, the material is
synthesized using a self-assembly approach: surfactant mol-
ecules co-assemble with the inorganic materials into sophisti-
cated nanoscale structures through favorable molecular inter-
actions.2 This synthetic approach is a drastic departure from
traditional materials processing in which different components
are mixed and forced together by applying high heat or high
pressure. Second, the resultant nanoscale materials have a
delicate structural ordering that is very difficult to achieve using
traditional synthetic routes. Not only can the scale of ordering
(from 1.5 to 30 nm) and the crystalline symmetry (hexagonal,
lamella, cubic, etc.) be controlled but also the morphology on
the macroscopic scales can be tailored.

Since 1992, mesoporous materials research has become a very
active area because of its great potential. Numerous papers have

been published on the preparation of mesoporous materials of
novel chemical compositions and on the fundamental under-
standing of the reaction processes.3 A wide range of mesoporous
materials has been prepared,4 including alumina, zirconia, titania,
niobia, tantalum oxide, manganese oxide,5 and even metals.6

In general, direct ionic interaction,1 mediated ionic interaction,7

and neutral hydrogen bonding8,9 can be used. A nonaqueous
process was also used to assemble ordered germanium sulfides
from (Ge4S10)4- clusters.10 Besides traditional surfactants, block
copolymers have also been used as templates.11,12 The block
copolymer directed synthesis greatly expanded the pore size and
compositional range of mesoporous materials.

The development of different forms of mesoporous materials
has also attracted wide attention. Recently, progress has been
made in fabricating oriented mesoporous films on various
substrates13,14and in making free-standing films,15 spheres,16,17

fibers,18,19and single crystalline mesoporous materials in which
all the pore channels are aligned.20 Mesoporous silica films using
a rapid evaporation approach (dip coating21,22or spin coating23)
have been considered prime candidates for ultralow dielectric
interlayer structures in next-generation microelectronic devices.
A magnetic field has been used to align the pore channels before
the silicate was polymerized.24 In addition, a wide range of* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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intrigue morphologies and patterns have been reported, including
spiral and toroidal shapes,25 and silica vesicles.26 Hierarchically
ordered nanoscale patterns were generated by combining
multiscale templating and micromolding, or lithography.27 These
patterns will have potential as novel optical waveguides.28

Biogenic or biomimetic directing agents (copolypeptides) can
also be used to control the morphologies and shapes.29

Mesoporous silica has been doped with elements possessing
catalytic properties30 and with conducting polymers.31 Ordered
ruthenium clusters were introduced to the mesoporous chan-
nels.32 The mesoporous channels can also function as nano-
extruders to produce liner polyethylene nanofibers of high
molecular weight.33 Recently, mesoporous framework structures
containing bridge-bonded ethene (and other) organic groups
were reported.34 These types of materials raise the possibility
of generating integrated organic-inorganic hybrid materials.

The successful synthesis of ordered mesoporous materials has
wide scientific and practical implications. These materials have
a very high surface area (>1000 m2/g), ordered pore structure
(mostly hexagonal packed cylindrical pore channels), and
extremely narrow pore-size distribution. The ordered and
uniform pore geometry provides an ideal platform to perform a
wide range of chemical processes.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the assembly of
molecular layer structures and functional groups in mesoporous
channels. This approach has led to the development of a class
of hybrid nanoscale material that has demonstrated great
potential for many applications, such as adsorption, ion ex-
change, catalysis, and sensing. The assembly of molecular
structures in mesoporosity provides a unique opportunity to
rationally engineer the surface properties. For example, hybrid
mesoporous materials with functional molecules already dem-
onstrate exceptional selectivity and capacity for adsorbing heavy
metal ions from contaminated waste streams.35,36Besides heavy
metals, more efficient materials have also been developed for
remediation involving anions such as chromate and arsenate37

and radionuclides.38

The assembly of functional molecules and groups in meso-
porous channels draws an analogy from the preparation of self-
assembled monolayers on flat substrates (Figure 1). Several
approaches have been used to incorporate functional groups and
molecules into mesoporous materials, mostly for catalytic
applications.39 These studies have been extensively reviewed
by Möller and Bein.40 The most straightforward method involves
direct silanation of partially hydroxylated mesoporous silica,
which depends on the population density of hydroxyl groups
existing on the surface.41 The hydroxylation problem can be
partially solved by using uncalcined mesoporous silica, which

was prepared using a neutral surfactant. The surfactant was
subsequently removed by solvent-extraction techniques.35 High
density molecular monolayers can be constructed by purposely
introducing physically adsorbed layers of water molecules before
silanation.36 Alternatively, co-condensation is a one-step process
in which the functional molecules are incorporated into the
materials while the mesoporous materials are being prepared.42,43

In general, the novel hybrid porous materials containing
functional molecules and monolayers allow us to tailor the pore
size and surface chemistry on a molecular scale. Key material
parameters can be adjusted and independently evaluated, includ-
ing the following.

(1) Pore Channel Size.The actual pore channel spacing is
determined by the pore size of the support and the chain length
of functional molecules on the surface. Therefore, the pore
channel sizes will vary from ångstro¨m level to nanometer scale
by adjusting the pore size of the support and the molecular size
of the functional groups.

(2) Stereochemical Interactions.This stereochemical rela-
tionship can be adjusted by manipulating the arrangement of
the functional groups on the surface (for example, the population
density or chain length).

(3) Functionality of the Surface Groups. The functional
groups, as well as their spatial distribution, can be substituted
and tailored for a particular application.

Molecular Conformation in Nanoporosity

The assembly of molecular structures and monolayers on flat
substrates has been studied for a long time. Molecular mono-
layers are widely explored for engineering the surface and
interfacial properties of materials such as wetting, adhesion, and
friction.44 These monolayers are also used to mediate the
molecular recognition processes and to direct oriented crystal
growth.45 Chemical and physical modification of solid surfaces
is extensively used in chromatography, chemical analysis,
catalysis, electrochemistry, and electronic industry. Molecular
monolayers are also widely investigated as an effective means
to fabricate novel sensing and electronic devices. The molecular
arrangement and the chain conformation on flat substrates have
been extensively studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM),
contact angle measurement, small angle scattering, and many
other techniques.44

Compared to flat substrates, the geometry of the mesoporosity
is unique. Many factors can affect the formation of the molecular
structures, including: (1) the pore sizes, (2) the chain lengths,
(3) the pore shapes, and (4) the degree of uniformity of the
pores. Fortunately, the high surface area makes it possible to
use spectroscopy techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) to interrogate the chain conformation and chain mobility.
The uniform pore geometry allows us to accurately measure
the pore sizes, from which information regarding the chain
arrangement can be inferred.

In this study, mesoporous materials with four different pore
diameters were used: 3.2, 9.3, 17, and 30 nm. They are referred
to as 3 nm, 10 nm, 17 nm, and 30 nm mesoporous materials
hereafter for simplicity. The 3 nm mesoporous material was
prepared according to the procedure reported by Beck et al.,1

and large-pore mesoporous materials were prepared according
to the procedure reported by Yang et al.11,12

Figure 2 shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
micrographs of the four mesoporous materials: (a) 3 nm, (b)
10 nm, (c) 17 nm, and (d) 30 nm. The 3 nm and 10 nm materials
have uniform and ordered cylindrical pore channels. The 17
nm material has some degree of ordering, but the morphology

Figure 1. Assembly of molecular monolayers in ordered mesoporous
materials (from ref 36b with permission). Copyright 1998 Wiley-VCH.
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is much more disordered. The porosities in the 30 nm material
are almost completely disordered, but the pore sizes are more
or less uniform. Each cell is about 30 nm in diameter. A
Quantachrome nitrogen adsorption instrument was used to
measure the surface area and pore size. The pore-size distribu-
tions were obtained from the adsorption branches using the
standard Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method without fur-
ther correction.46 The adsorption branch was found to give
representative results about the pore-size distribution of ordered
mesoporous materials when a corrected Kevin equation is
used.47,48 The surface area and the pore-size distributions
reported in this paper only gave a relative estimate of the
changes in these quantities. More detailed pore-structure analysis
is underway and will be published separately.

Figure 3 shows N2 adsorption isotherms and the pore-size
distributions of the four materials. The N2 adsorption isotherms
are typical of uniform pore channels with wide and narrow pore

regions in the pore channels. The widened hysteresis with
increased pore sizes are attributed to the increased pore-size
variations in the large-pore materials. The narrow pore parts
have a strong influence on the desorption branches.47

Alkyltrialkoxysilane molecules of different chain lengths
((CH3O)3Si(CH2)n-1CH3, n ) 6, 10, 18, hereafter referred to
as C6, C10, C18) were deposited in the porous substrates
according to the procedure we published earlier.36 After the alkyl
chains were deposited in the mesoporous materials, the pore
diameters were reduced, depending on the chain length. The
pore-size changes as related to the chain (or ligand) sizes were
previously reported by Antochshuk and Jaroniec.49 Figure 4
shows the pore-size distributions (from adsorption branch) of
the 10 nm materials when alkylsilane molecules of different
chain lengths were deposited, and Table 1 lists the pore sizes
and surface areas of different materials after molecules of
different chain lengths were deposited in the porosity. On the
basis of the chain length, we can estimate the expected
remaining pore sizes. As seen from Table 1, the 3 nm pores
were partially clogged by C6 and completely clogged by C10
and C18. For the 10 nm pores, the pore radii were reduced by
16 Å with C6, 20 Å for C10, and 27 Å for C18. The chain
lengths for C6, C10, and C18 can be estimated to be about 12,
17, and 27 Å, respectively. The changes in pore sizes are
consistent with the chain lengths. In our experiments, the
alkylsilane molecules were deposited in a refluxing condition
in toluene with the addition of a very small amount of water to
achieve high surface coverage and a high degree of cross-
linking. Therefore, we expect the molecular chains to have
mixed gauche and train conformation. We also expect some
degree of “vertical” polymerization, as discussed by Fatumbi
et al.50

However, for pore sizes larger than 10 nm, the pore sizes
were reduced by more than the chain length, especially for the
30 nm samples (the pore radii were reduced by 60 Å). In
addition, the pore-size change in the 30 nm porosity is
independent of the chain length. This suggests that the molecular
chains in the large-pore channels have very disordered multilayer
structures. The molecular layer thickness is not controlled by
the chain length.

Figure 2. TEM micrographs of 3 nm (a), 10 nm (b), 17 nm (c), and
30 nm (d) mesoporous materials.

Figure 3. (a) N2 adsorption isotherms and (b) pore-size distributions
of 3 nm, 10 nm, 17 nm, and 30 nm mesoporous materials. The
adospriton isotherm for Sample 3 (17 nm) is not shown in Figure 3a
for clarity.

Figure 4. (a) N2 adsorption isotherms and (b) pore-size distributions
of 10 nm materials after C6, C10, and C18 chains were deposited.
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13C and29Si solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectra were obtained.51 Single pulse (SP) magic angle spinning
(MAS) 13C NMR spectra along with the peak assignment are
given in Figure 5 for C18 on mesoporous silica with pore sizes
of 3, 10, 17, and 30 nm, respectively. The peak assignment was
based on previous studies.48,50Several features of the13C NMR
spectra of alkylsilanes on silica are noteworthy in Figure 5.
Spectra for C18 on mesoporous silica with different pore sizes
(see Figures 5a-d) appear to be similar, except the resonance
features between 12 and 15 ppm. The largest resonance at 30.6
ppm is associated with the internal methylenes (C4-15). On
the basis of the chemical shift position, the alkyl chain has
adopted mixed gauche and trans conformations independent of
pore sizes, as expected from the synthesis conditions. Figure
5b for C18 on a 10 nm pore shows two well-resolved resonance
peaks at 14.7 and 13.4 ppm, which correspond to the two
terminal carbon atoms, C1 methylene next to the Si and C18

carbon of the methyl group at the end of the chain. However,
these two peaks become less resolved with increased pore size.
For C18 on 30 nm pores, these two peaks almost merge into
one peak at 13.1 ppm. As the pore size decreases from 10 to 3
nm, these two resonance peaks coalesce into one peak at about
14.2 ppm. The same trend was also observed for C10 on
mesoporous silica with different pore sizes. For C6, the13C
NMR spectra are similar for all pore sizes (Figure 6).

Since the resonances at 12-15 ppm are associated with first
carbon (C1) and last carbon (C18) corresponding to the two ends
of the alkylsilane chains, the chemical shift of those carbon
groups should be sensitive to the conformational arrangement
of the terminal alkyl groups with respect to the other alkyl chains
and to the silica surface. The changes in chemical shift
associated with the C1 and C18 carbon groups indicate that the

alkylsilanes are arranged differently in silica with different pore
sizes. In the 3 nm pore, the terminal groups of the long chains
are most likely entangled and constrained. The steric crowding
effect on the terminal groups could cause the C peak corre-
sponding to the methyl group to downshift by more than 1
ppm.52 In 10 nm pores, the molecular chains are more organized,
giving rise to well-resolved peaks for C1 and C18 carbon. In 17
nm and 30 nm pores, the molecules are stacked together as a
completely disordered multilayer, so the C1 peak was broadened
and not obvious. The13C NMR results are in agreement with
results obtained from nitrogen adsorption studies, which suggest
different conformations associated with the different pore size
of silica. On the other hand, C6 molecules are smaller than the
pore diameter, and the effect of pore constraint was not observed
for C6.

The possible chain conformations based on the nitrogen
adsorption and NMR results in different pore geometries are
illustrated in Figure 7.

29Si NMR spectra were also obtained to further illustrate the
chemical environments of the interfacial region. Figure 8 shows
the spectra for different chain lengths in 10 nm porosity. The
peaks from-40 to -80 ppm correspond to the siloxane
groups.36 It is interesting that C10 chains show a higher degree
of cross-linking than C6 chains. For C6, the cross-linking ratio,
Si(cross-link)/Si(terminal), is about 0.77. This ratio increased
to 1.23 for C10 and decreased to 0.48 for C18. The driving
force to form a molecular monolayer includes the intermolecular
chain-to-chain attraction and the condensation reaction between
the alkylsilane molecules and the substrate. For C6, the chain-
to-chain interaction is weak because of the short chain length.
Therefore, the molecules are not closely packed. Increased chain

TABLE 1: Surface Areas and Pore Sizes as a Function of Initial Pore Sizes and Chain Lengths

3 nm SiO2 10 nm SiO2 17 nm SiO2 30 nm SiO2

SBET (m2/g) Dad(Å) SBET (m2/g) Dad(Å) SBET (m2/g) Dad(Å) SBET (m2/g) Dad(Å)

native SiO2 1000 32 911 93 661 170 533 300
C6 377 17 421 65 510 128 381 177
C10 99 NA 253 56 268 123 276 175
C18 38 NA 96 43 269 120 276 175

Figure 5. Single pulse (SP)13C NMR spectra of C18 molecules in 3
nm, 10 nm, 17 nm, and 30 nm pores. The C1 and C18 peaks change
systematically with pore size, depending on the molecular conformation.

Figure 6. Single pulse (SP)13C NMR spectra of C6 molecules in 3
nm, 10 nm, 17 nm, and 30 nm pores. The spectra are essentially the
same.
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length for C10 increases the chain-to-chain attraction, therefore
accounting for the efficiency of packing and cross-linking.
However, a further increase of chain length to C18 reduced the
efficiency of packing because the steric effect of the long chains
prevents effect packing in the porous channels.

In addition to chain length, the pore size also has an effect
on the cross-link density, as shown in Figure 9. For C6, the
cross-linking ratio is about 0.48 for both 3 nm and 30 nm pores.
This ratio is slightly higher in 10 nm pores (about 0.67). For
C10 and C18, the increased degree of cross-linking is more
evident for the 10 nm pores. For example, for C10, the cross-
linking ratio is about 0.77 for 30 nm pores, which increases to
1.23 for 10 nm pores and decreases to 0.95 for 3 nm pores.
These results are consistent with the molecular conformations
drawn in Figure 7.

Molecular Mechanisms of Monolayer Formation

Since the formation of molecular monolayers plays such an
important role for many applications, the mechanisms of

monolayer formation have been widely investigated. The
formation of molecular monolayers involving silane molecules
of different chain lengths on smooth surfaces, silica spheres,
and gels has been extensively studied. Kinetically, several steps
have been reported:53 (1) rapid reaction of silane molecules with
residual or adsorbed water to form hydrolyzed monomers or
oligomers, and aggregation of such monomers and oligomers,
(2) Diffusion and adsorption of the silane monomers and
oligomers onto the substrates, and (3) chemical adsorption to
the surface, elimination of water, and the formation of the
Si-O-Si bonds with the substrate. Island and domain structures
are widely observed. Maoz and Sagiv54 reported that dense
molecular arrays will form if the adsorption is carried out from
solutions above certain critical concentrations. Less-dense arrays
will be formed when adsorption is carried out in solutions below
the critical concentration. A fractal growth model was proposed
by Schwartz et al., to account for the self-similar domain
structures formed at different times of reaction.55 Many factors,
such as the amount of water, reaction temperature, particle size,
and the use of different solvents, are found to affect the
monolayer formation.

Hybrid mesoporous materials involve the formation of
molecular monolayers in confined spaces, with dimensions
approaching the sizes of the silane molecules. There have been
few reports on the mechanisms in such systems so far. Here,
we report the formation of molecular monolayers in tailored
mesoporous substrates as a function of surface coverage.

The mesoporous substrate contains uniform cylindrical pore
channels with wide and narrow regions. Such uniform meso-
porous materials provide ideal substrates to quantitatively study
the monolayer chemistry. For the first time in our research, we
provide direct evidence of a new step-growth mechanism in
which the silane molecules are first deposited in the wide region.
When the wide pore region is filled, the silane molecules begin
to deposit in the narrow pore region. After the narrow pore
region is filled, the silane molecules begin to deposit in the wide
pore region as second layers. The pore size in the wide region
and narrow region change alternatively and discretely in
accordance with this step-growth mechanism and the molecular
size of the silane. We also believe that this step-growth model
is universal and has implications for monolayer chemistry with
different substrates. In reality, atomically smooth substrates are
seldom encountered. Most substrates contain surface roughness
in the form of holes, trenches, steps, etc. Geometrically, the
wide regions in the pore channel are similar to a concave defect
on the surface (such as a hole). The mechanism suggests that
on a rough surface, the silane molecules would be deposited
on the concave regions first and then spread to the neighboring
surfaces. After the first layers are filled, the second layer will
start to build up in the concave region again.

First, TEM images were obtained of the native 10 nm
mesoporous substrate (Figure 10). This material has a hexagonal
structure, and the TEM images were obtained parallel to the
direction of the pore channels under slightly underfocused
conditions. In general, the pore channels are ordered, and the
pore sizes are quite uniform. However, a close examination of
the pore-wall structure indicates that the pore surface is not
atomically smooth. As a result, the pore diameters along the
pore channels can change by several nanometers. Figure 10a is
the regular image with the dark contrast representing the silica
walls. In the inverted contrast image (Figure 10b), the dark
contrast represents the pore channels, and the white contrast
represents the silica walls. The surface roughness revealed in

Figure 7. Suggested molecular conformations in 3 nm, 10 nm, and
30 nm pores based on NMR and N2 adsorption studies.

Figure 8. 29Si NMR spectra of C6, C10, and C18 molecules 10 nm
pores. C18 chains have the lowest degree of cross-linking due to the
steric hindrance.
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the TEM images is consistent with the nitrogen adsorption
studies, which show wide and narrow pore regions in the
channels.

The N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms, together with
the pore-size distributions and different surface coverages of
aminopropyltrimethoxysilanes (APS), are shown in Figure 11.
As discussed earlier, the adsorption branches give the pore size
of the wide pore regions.47 As the silane molecules were
deposited on the substrate, the surface area and the pore size
were reduced. However, it is interesting to notice two important
observations (Table 2). First, the pore size does not change
continuously with increasing surface coverage. Instead, it only
changes in steps. Below 45% (3.3 mmol APS/g SiO2) surface
coverage (the percentage of the surface coverage was calculated
based on the available silanol groups),36 the pore diameters from
the adsorption branch were reduced from 93 to 78 Å and stayed
constant in this range. At 60% surface coverage (4.6 mmol
APS/g SiO2), the pore diameter from the adsorption branch was
reduced to 65 Å. A surface coverage higher than 60% gave a
pore diameter of 55 Å. Second, the change in the pore diameter

from the desorption branch also occurs in steps and is always
behind the pore-diameter change from the adsorption branch.
Below 20% surface coverage (1.5 mmol APS/g SiO2), the pore
diameter from the desorption branch was not changed at all.
From 20% to 60% (4.6 mmol APS/g SiO2) surface coverage,
the desorption pore diameter was reduced to 55 Å. More than
60% surface coverage gave a desorption pore diameter of 50
Å.

The implication of the pore-diameter change as a function
of surface coverage is clear because the adsorption branch gives
the pore diameter of the wide pore region, and the desorption
branch gives information on the narrow pore region. The most
reasonable explanation is that the silane molecules were first
deposited in the wide pore region. The pore size in this region
would be reduced based on the chain length of the silanes.
Before the wide pore region was filled, further deposition of
silane molecules did not cause any change in the pore size.

A step growth was proposed to explain the step change in
pore sizes as shown in Figure 12. Initially, the silane molecules
were deposited in the wide pore region and reduced the pore
radii in this region by a number corresponding to the chain
length (about 7-8 Å) (a and b). No deposition occurred in the
narrow pore region. After the wide pore region was filled, the
molecules began to deposit in the narrow pore region, reducing
the pore radii in this region by about 5 Å (c). Up to this stage,
the pore size in the wide pore region did not decrease further.
In this process, the layer thickness in the narrow pore region (5
Å) was less than the expected chain length, indicating that the
packing in these regions was not efficient. This result was
expected due to the positive surface curvature in these regions.
When the surfaces in the narrow pore region were filled, a
second layer began to deposit in the wide pore region and
reduced the pore radii in this region by another 7 Å (roughly
corresponding to the chain length) (d). These results also
suggested that the deposition did not stop at the second layer.
However, the third layer was not oriented, and the thickness
was only about 3 Å.

Multifunctional Molecular Structures: Toward
“Biomimic” and “Enzyme Mimic” Nanoporous Materials

So far, the properties and the applications of simple molecular
layers have been discussed. These molecular structures involve
one or two functional groups and perform mostly one function,
such as adsorption.35,36Nature has numerous examples in which
materials not only exhibit nanoscale ordering, but also contain
a multiple of functional molecules perfectly arranged to perform

Figure 9. 29Si NMR spectra of (a) C6 chains in 3 nm, 10 nm, and 30 nm pores, and (b) C10 chains in 3 nm, 10 nm, and 30 nm pores. The
cross-linking for C6 is similar in all pores, but different for C10. The 10 nm pores give the highest degree of cross-linking.

Figure 10. High magnification TEM micrographs of 9.3 nm materials,
showing the rough wall surfaces. (a) Normal contrast. The dark region
is the silica, and the white region is the pore. (b) Inverted contrast.
The dark region is the pore, and the white region is the silica.

TABLE 2: Pore Sizes as a Function of APS Coverage

APS (mmol/g SiO2) Dad (Å) Dde(Å)

0 93 65
1.6 78 65
3.3 78 55
4.6 65 56
5.7 55 50
7.2 56 50
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a wide range of biological functions simultaneously, such as
sensing, catalysis, size and shape selection, and response. We
are especially inspired by two examples. The first example is
an enzyme. An enzyme is one of the most effective catalysts in
nature.56 An enzyme-catalyzed reaction is usually very specific
and very rapid, even under mild reaction conditions. The activity
of an enzyme is related to the many functional groups on the
surface and how they are spatially distributed. In synthetic
catalysis, usually only one functional group is involved. Another

example is the selective transport and separation performed by
soft lipid membranes.57 These membranes contain microporous
channels and pores. Biological systems self-regulate materials
transport through conformational changes of membrane proteins
that precisely control the ion and molecular permeability across
the membrane surfaces. The precise nature of the selectivity
and the self-regulated process are unmatched in man-made
materials. In industrial processes, microporous zeolites with
well-defined cage structures are used for size selectivity.58 These
materials are made of three-dimensional crystalline frameworks
containing interpenetrating pore channels, usually less than 10
Å in size. A change in the synthetic conditions, including
temperature, pressure, precursor materials, ionic strength, or
“templating” cations, will lead to different microporous materi-
als.

Considerable efforts have been directed to the preparation
of enzyme mimic polymers. For example, chymotrypsin is
widely studied for the hydrolyses of esters and peptides.59,60

Chymotrypsin is a well-known hydrolytic enzyme used in amino
acid sequential analysis of polypeptides by hydrolyzing specific
peptides.61 This enzyme preferentially hydrolyzes the carboxyl
group of the peptide bonds with the aromatic side chains, such
as phenylalanine, tyrosin, and tryptophan, and of large hydro-
phobic residues, such as methionine. It also has esterase activity
as in the case of nitrophenyl acetate, which plays an important
role in chemical synthesis, and has a close relationship to peptide
bonds. The active site of chymotrypsin is known to be the triad,
Asp-102, His-57, and Ser-195, sharing a proton-transfer mech-
anism and effectively catalyzing the reaction of the substrate.
This reaction involves hydroxyl, amine, imidazole, and car-
boxylate groups. Besides, the hydrophobic pocket plays a crucial
role in deciding the specific substrate.

Currently, it is impossible to simulate the structure and the
functions of an enzyme. However, we have demonstrated that
the nanoporous channels can be used as a “nanofactory” to
assemble the multifunctional groups and provide catalytic
activities that are absent if only individual functional groups
are used. We synthesized a multifunctionalized mesoporous
material containing five different functional groups, isobutyl,
diol, ethylenediamine, dihydroimidazole, and carboxylate. This
material is used as a catalyst for rapid hydrolysis of the phenyl
ester.62 The reaction rates and the derived Michaelis constants
are shown in Table 3. The reaction rates, as well as the Michaelis
constants, are within the range of chymotypsin catalyzed
hydrolysis.63 We also found that all these five groups were
required for enhanced catalytic activity toward the hydrolysis
of esters. An optimum amount of hydrophobic isobutyl groups

Figure 11. Stepwise change in the pore size, as reflected in the N2

adsorption isotherm, and the pore-size distribution. (a) N2 adsorption
isotherms with different surface coverage of APS: (1) no APS, (2) 1.6
mmol APS/g silica, (3) 3.3 mmol APS/g silica, (4) 4.6 mmol APS/g
silica. (b) Pore-size distributions from the adsorption branch. (c) Pore-
size distributions from the desorption branch: (1) no APS, (2) 1.6 mmol
APS/g silica, (4) 4.6 mmol APS/g silica, (5) 5.7 mmol APS/g silica.

Figure 12. A stepwise growth mechanism for monolayer formation.
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(12%) increases the reaction rate by an order of magnitude.
Although ester hydrolysis is not a difficult reaction, this simple
and flexible approach allows us to adjust the multifunctionality
on the nanometer scale, an essential requirement in preparing
“enzyme-like” catalysts.

The multifunctionalized nanoporous materials are still very
primitive. The role of each individual group has not been
understood yet. True enzyme-like properties for biological agents
such as polypeptides have yet to be demonstrated. For example,
biological activity is mostly related to how the multifunctional
molecules are arranged in three dimensions on several length
scales. The three-dimensional arrangement is difficult to achieve
using the one-step assembly approach we discussed so far.

To control the three-dimensional architecture, a new multistep
assembly approach64 was developed, based on a molecular
imprinting technique. This approach also created a novel
hierarchical porous material with tunable size and shape selective
pore structures to mimic the microchannels in biomembranes.
Soft molecular coatings were introduced with embedded mi-
crocavities. This material contains a rigid mesoporous oxide
frame, coated by a soft, “microporous” molecular monolayer,
as schematically shown in Figure 13. Unlike in zeolite-based
materials, the size and shape selectivity is not determined by
the oxide framework but by the long-chain molecular mono-
layers.

The synthetic method is similar to the lithography technique
used in the microelectronic industry. It can be called “molecular
lithography” because of the small scales used. By properly
choosing the template molecules, the size and shape of the
cavities can be systematically varied. Zeolite-like properties,
such as size and shape selective adsorption and selective
catalysis, have been demonstrated. In addition, we can take
advantage of the conformational changes of the long-chain
molecules in the monolayer coating to regulate the accessibility
of the microporous cavities in the monolayer. Tunable access
is a highly sought-after property and is usually observed in
biomembranes, but not in inorganic microporous materials. The

microcavities are fully accessible in the open position and
partially accessible or inaccessible in the closed position.

The molecular lithography process, as shown in Figure 14,
was developed from widely investigated molecular imprinting
techniques65 and involves the formation of heterogeneous,
multifunctional molecular monolayers. Nominally triangular
(tripods), linear (dipods), and point cavities were created by
first bonding short 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilanes (APS) to
the template molecules, followed by the deposition of the
template-bound silanes onto the mesoporous substrate. The
tripod chemistry on silica substrates was first reported by
Tahmassebi et al.66 Subsequently, long-chain molecules were
deposited on unoccupied surface of the silica substrates. The
template molecules were selectively removed from the substrates
with a mild acid wash to leave the desired cavities in the
monolayer coating. More details of the procedure are included
in ref 67 as well as in a separate publication.64

The molecular chain conformations have been studied using
N2 adsorption and NMR techniques during each step of the
imprinting process. The layer thickness derived from the pore-
size change is consistent with the expected chain length and
chain conformation. The surface area in each step was reduced,
depending on the amount of organic silanes added and on the
final pore size. Ideally, the imprinting procedure should produce
triangular cavities (10 Å wide, based on the dimension of the
template) and linear cavities (10 Å long). For point cavities,
APS molecules were first deposited on the porous substrate,
followed by the deposition of octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTS).
The dimension of the point cavities was determined from the
area an APS molecule would occupy (about 4.5 Å for one point
cavity) on the surface.

The microcavities on the monolayer coatings showed con-
siderable selectivity during adsorption studies.68 The adsorption
results of tripod molecules on different substrates are plotted
in Figure 15a. Similar results were also obtained with dipod
molecules (Figure 15b). Considering the fact that the difference
between the tripod and dipod molecules is not great, the
capability of the substrate to differentiate between these two
molecules is remarkable. A tripod molecule has three benz-
aldehyde arms, and a dipod has two. The rest of the molecular
structures are similar. In principle, the dipod molecules can
easily fit into the triangular cavities and conform to the majority
of the cavities nicely. The two aldehyde groups can also bind
with the two amine groups at the corner of the cavity (hydrogen
bonding or forming Schiff base). We would expect the dipod
molecules to adsorb on triangular cavities as well as the linear
cavities. The large difference in the adsorption behavior of dipod
molecules on triangular and linear cavities demonstrated that
the shapes of the cavities are very important.

TABLE 3: The Properties and the Biophysical Constants
for Hydrolysis of Phenyl Estera

amount of
functionalized
silanes addedb

(mol % of
total silane)

amount of
isobutyl

group added
(mol % of

total silane)
PANA
(µM)

initial
rate
(ν0,

µM/min)
Km

(µM)
Vmax

(µM/mg/min)

16 0 100 4.956 421 0.18
16 0 200 9.910
16 0 300 11.201
16 0 400 11.266
16 4 100 9.941 57 0.10
16 4 200 10.673
16 4 300 12.799
16 4 400 12.887
16 12 100 39.734 978 2.85
16 12 200 69.675
16 12 300 110.542
16 12 400 118.030
16 24 100 7.304 317 0.21
16 24 200 13.493
16 24 300 13.444
16 24 400 17.571

aConditions for the reactions were given in ref 62.b Functionalized
silanes include 4% 5,6-dihydroxyhexyl-, 4% carboxyethyl-, 4% dihy-
droimidazolepropyl-, and 4%N-aminoethylaminopropylsilane. The
reaction rates are fitted with a Michaelis-Menten equation. PANA
represents the reactant,p-nitrophenylacetate.Vo is the initial reaction
velocity (rate),VMax is the maximum velocity, andKm Michaelis-
Menten constant.

Figure 13. Schematic of the hierarchical porous materials with ordered
mesoporosities and microcavities in the long-chain molecular monolayer
coatings. The triangular shape in the cavity represents the template
molecules, or the idealized shape of the cavity. (a) The porosity in an
open position. (b) The porosity in a closed position. Reprinted with
permission from ref 64. Copyright 2000 Wiley-VCH.
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Figure 14. Schematics of the molecular imprinting process.

Figure 15. Adsorption results of (a) tripod molecules and (b) dipod molecules. (1) Triangular cavities, (2) linear cavities, and (3) point cavities.
Reprinted with permission from ref 69. Copyright 2000 Wiley-VCH.
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The selectivity of the microcavities is directly related to the
three-dimensional nature of the long-chain molecule coatings.
Merely one-to-one correspondence of the binding sites does not
give any selectivity. Materials have been prepared using the
same procedure without the long-chain molecule monolayer
coating or with a coating layer made of small molecules
(hexamethyl disilazane or trimethoxypropylsilane (TMPS)).
These materials contain exactly the same bindings sites (amine
groups from the APS) arranged the same way as in the long-
chain monolayers. No selectivity was observed on any of these
materials without the long-chain capping. If the selectivity were
solely attributed to the matching of the binding sites, the
materials without capping or with the short-chain capping layer
should have similar selectivity as the long-chain materials.
Therefore, we can conclude that the steric effect of the cavities
in the long-chain monolayers largely contributed to the selectiv-
ity of such materials.

One of the most important properties of the new material is
that the accessibility of the microcavities can be changed. This
property is demonstrated with adsorption studies conducted in
mixed solutions of toluene and ethanol.69 Generally, whether
the long-chain molecules assume an extended or a collapsed
conformation depends on the inter- and intramolecular forces.

Toluene and the surface bound long-chain hydrocarbons are both
hydrophobic molecules and have a similar dielectric constant
(ε) and refractive index (n) (εtoluene≈ 2.37,εC18 ≈ 2.0, ntoluene

≈ 1.49,nC18 ≈ 1.44). The interactions within and between the
long hydrocarbon chains in toluene are greatly reduced.70

Therefore, these hydrocarbon chains will assume a more
extended conformation, making the microcavities accessible.

However, ethanol is a hydrophilic solvent and has a different
dielectric constant and refractive index (εEtOH ≈ 26, nEtOH ≈
1.36). In a solvent containing ethanol, the attractive forces within
and between the long hydrocarbon chains increase.70 This will
cause the hydrocarbon chains to form a more compact (col-
lapsed) conformation, blocking the microcavities from molecules
in the solvent. This kind of molecular conformation change,
when the solvency of the solution is changed, is well docu-
mented in textbooks.71 Figure 16a compares the results of tripod
adsorption on triangular cavities in toluene and in a toluene/
ethanol (1:1 ratio by volume) mixture. The adsorption in the
mixture is greatly reduced. It is interesting to compare Figure
16a with Figure 16b (dipod adsorption on linear cavities). In
Figure 16b, the adsorption in the mixture was nearly shut off.
The linear cavities are much narrower than the triangular

Figure 16. Solvent effects on adsorption behavior (reprinted with permission from ref 64. Copyright 2000 Wiley-VCH). (a) Tripod molecules on
triangular cavities: (1) in toluene and (2) in toluene/ethanol. (b) Dipod molecules on linear cavities: (1) in toluene and (2) in toluene/ethanol.
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cavities. When the hydrocarbon chains curl over, the acces-
sibility to the linear cavities can be completely shut off.

We have also shown that size-selective catalytic reactions
can be performed using Knoevenagel condensation between
malononitrile and benzaldehyde or 3-pentanone as an ex-
ample.72,73The use of amino groups immobilized on silica as a
weak base catalyst for Knoevenagel condensation was reported
by Angeletti et al.74 and by others.75 Several reaction pathways
have been discussed.64-76 Although the detailed reaction
pathways need to be further illustrated, we have shown that we
can selectively enhance or reduce the reaction rate by manipu-
lating the monolayer chemistry and the geometry of the cavities.
The large cavities (triangular and linear) give a higher yield
than the point cavities for the condensation between malono-
nitrile and benzaldehyde. The relative difference between the
triangular and point cavities ranges from 30% to 70%.

Conclusions

We have shown in this paper, as well as in the publications
referenced in this paper, that assembly of molecular structures
in ordered mesoporosity has produced a range of useful
nanoscale materials. The capability to manipulate the surface
and interfacial chemistry on the nanometer scale with multi-
functional molecules and groups will lead to much more
sophisticated materials, with properties approaching that of the
biological counterparts, such as enzymes, and biological mem-
branes.

The molecular assembly process and the molecular conforma-
tions are sensitive to the pore structure and pore size. The
molecular layers in 10 nm pores are more homogeneous than
those in 3 nm, 17 nm, and 30 nm pores. In addition, hydrocarbon
chains of intermediate length (C10) tend to form better
monolayers than short chains and very long chains in the
mesoporosity. The ordered mesoporosity also provides an ideal
medium to study the accessibiliy of model molecules in the pore
channels and provides new atomistic insights for understanding
monolayer chemistry. For example, for the first time, the
deposition of the monolayers was found to be stepwise,
depending on the surface roughness. Strictly speaking, single-
layer monolayer coatings are difficult to achieve as long as the
surface coverage is reasonably high.

The stepwise growth model has some implications on the
properties of the materials. We can easily speculate that when
molecules are deposited, rather than being uniformly distributed
on the surface, dimers, trimers, or even high-order clusters could
form. The aggregation of these molecules on the surface would
have a negative effect on the selectivity, based on the size and
shape of the cavities. The possibility also exists of forming more
than one molecular layer, or aggregation of the monolayer
molecules. We still need to understand to what degree these
aggregation phenomena will affect the properties (such as
selectivity), or if we can even take advantage of the stepwise
growth to form multiscale molecular coatings.
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